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DOMETIC COOLMATIC
CRX 50S Compressor

refrigerator 12/24 Volt DC 
        

   

Product price:  

874,38 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

DOMETIC COOLMATIC CRX 50S 45L Compressor Fridge Stainless Steel 

The Dometic CoolMatic CRX50S is a versatile compressor fridge designed for use in vehicles
with a maximum capacity of 45L.

The Dometic CoolMatic CRX50S is truly multifunctional as it can function as a fridge,
fridge/freezer, or freezer. This patented invention features a removable freezer compartment and
smart electronic solutions that regulate the compressor speed while saving energy. The freezer
compartment can be removed to increase the available space, while the desired temperature can
be manually set.

The Dometic CoolMatic CRX 50S uses an efficient compression system that ensures reliable and
uniform refrigeration. You can adjust the desired temperature through the intuitive control panel,
allowing you to keep your food at an optimal temperature. Additionally, the fridge is equipped with
a rapid freezing function to safely store frozen food items.

The Dometic CoolMatic CRX50S offers the incredible versatility of a 3-in-1 solution, as it can be
used as a fridge, freezer, or a combination of both. The desired temperature can be set through a
flush-mounted soft-touch control panel on the inner wall.

The Dometic CoolMatic CRX50S also features intelligent electronics with automatic fan speed
regulation based on the ambient temperature: maximum speed for high temperatures, low speed,
and exceptionally quiet operation when the ambient temperature is low.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS DOMETIC COOLMATIC CRX50S 

Product Description: Compressor Fridge
Door Material: Stainless Steel
Input Voltage, DC: 12/24 V
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Climate Class: T
Air Humidity: Maximum 90%
Tilt Angle: Maximum 30°
Refrigerant: R134a
Refrigerant Quantity: 38 g
Net Volume: 45 L
Freezer Volume: 4.4 L
Length: 500 mm
Width: 380 mm
Height: 534 mm
Weight: 18 Kg

Looking for a fridge for vehicles with different features? HERE you can find the entire range of
DOMETIC or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the supplier.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 500
Width (mm): 380
Height (mm): 534
Dry weight (Kg): 18
Feed Type: 12 / 24 V
Product type: Refrigerator
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 45
Freezer (L): 4.4
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